Surrender to love: “The abuse
of Grandma B”.
The Press/Chris Spivey.
Peter Hofschroer first wrote to me, what must now be at least
well over two years ago to tell me about his on-going battle
with the Establishment, of which he has provided me with
literally a mountain of legal documents and correspondence
offering irrefutable proof of large scale corruption & fraud
involving the North Yorkshire Police – who protected Jimmy
Savile – and Social Services.
Unfortunately, Peter’s contact with me came just as my then
relatively busy website really took off in earnest and with
the many complicated twists and turns to the story, along with
the amount of extra work that comes with having a busy
website, it became impossible for me to give over the time
needed to write Peters story – which I must confess that back
then, I did not think that the story would have had sufficient
public interest to justify doing so.
However, to Peter’s credit he continued to send me updates and
proof of his claims and in hindsight, I kinda wish that I had
made the time to get involved in this abhorrent story of large
scale corruption and mass fraud, especially with Peter being

only one of many, many similar victims.
Now, when I say that the fraud
does – collusion between the NY
of you will automatically jump
another case of child-stealing…

involved – and no doubt still
Police & Social Services, many
to the conclusion that this is
It isn’t.

In fact, if anything it is more a case of parent stealing…
Along with their assets & life savings.
And this is indeed the situation that Peter found himself in
after his war-hero father died, after which his mother,
Barbara, was defrauded out of all her worldly goods by her
younger son Robert in league with his son & daughter (Grandma
B’s grandchildren), certain North Yorkshire policemen, social
workers & council officials, all of whom deliberately set in
motion an evil plan that has since come to be known as “The
Abuse of Grandma B”.

The following is just one of many updates sent to me by
Grandma B’s eldest son and legal guardian Peter Hofschröer,
from which you will be able to get the gist of the story:
Barbara Hofschröer is 85 year-old, wheelchair-bound and a
victim of horrific abuse, which is now into its seventh year.
Her case, which has been raised by Lord Maginnis in
Parliament several times now, has become known as “The Abuse
of Grandma B”.
Earlier today, journalist Andy Peacher of Freedom Talk Radio,
published a message announcing his intention to pay a welfare
visit to Grandma B. Since being unlawfully abducted by her
main abuser York social worker Robert Hofschröer on 6 May
2014, she has been held hostage in his house and subjected to
further abuse.
A report produced by York Social Services indicates that

Grandma B is being denied her normal medication, sedated and
padded up as Robert cannot be bothered to take her to the
toilet. She then gets cleaned up four times a day by carers.
The abduction has severely traumatised her and it is her wish
to be returned to her legal gaurdian Peter Hofschröer, whose
care for her in the last six years has been described by
doctors and others as exemplary.
Furthermore, Robert was caught by Halifax Bank attempting to
steal her pension money.
Concerned supporters then decided they should pay her a
welfare visit and Andy announced this. Within minutes, the
police were at his door telling him that if he did so, he
would be arrested for causing a breach of the peace.
Yes, that is right. If you knock on the door of a person who
is profoundly deaf, North Yorkshire Police consider that to
be a breach of their peace! That is just a small example of
how the twisted minds of police officers work.
This contrasts sharply with the wilful failure of North
Yorkshire Police to record and investigate a single complaint
made over a period of fifty or more years by the possibly
thousands of victims of the Savile / Jaconelli child rapist
gang. The evidence now coming into the public domain
indicates that it was not just for a free ticket to “Jim’ll
fix it!” or an ice-cream that North Yorkshire Police turned a
blind eye to this. No, it seems that senior officers were and
probably still are up to their what’s its in this sickening
abuse.
This also contrasts sharply with the wilful failure of North
Yorkshire Police to record and investigate a single complaint
made over a period of six or more years by Grandma B and her
supporters of the many crimes Robert and his accomplices have
committed against her, including fraud, kidnapping, theft,
assault, conspiracy to pervert the course of justice,

misconduct in public office and other serious crimes for
which there is a potential of life imprisonment.
The inquisitive reader of this blog might be wondering how
come the police are not willing to arrest Robert Hofschröer
and his accomplices for the many serious offences they have
demonstrably committed, but are more than willing to make
threats to anybody making a complaint about this.
That was exactly how they handled complaints about the Savile
/ Jaconelli gang for fifty years, who were prolific child
rapists and supplied victims to VIPs and others.
Does anybody need three guesses as to why Robert Hofschröer,
who, by running council-funded York Deaf Society, has access
to vulnerable children and adults, is getting the same sort
of protection from the same police force?
For further information and contact details, please go to:
http://grandmabarbara.wordpress.com/1-new-items/lets-go-see-g
randma-b/
Now, you also need to understand that this asset stealing from
our OAP’s is not confined to North Yorkshire (see HERE) –
albeit their police force is particularly vile.

PHOTO: Barbara & her evil son Robert, circa mid 1990’s, sent
to me by Peter.
However, the reason that I have run this story today – albeit
the above is only a tiny fraction of the full story – is that
Peter, who has doggedly refused to let the abuse of his mother
become buried, has now been arrested after Police Officers
found… Wait for it, wait for it… Thousands of “indecent
images” of children on his computer:
A 58-YEAR-OLD man has appeared before York magistrates facing
18 charges relating to around 7,000 indecent images of
children.

Peter Hofschroer, formerly of Rosedale Avenue, Acomb, is
expected to deny all the allegations he faces.
Between them the charges allege he made indecent images of
children on different dates over a ten-year period between
1999 and 2009.
Magistrates decided the case was too serious for them to deal
with and sent him to York Crown Court where he will appear on
December 15.
Hofschroer, who represented himself, was remanded him in
custody. Source
How very fucking original!
Now, as I say, I have a mountain of evidence naming policemen,
social workers, politicians & council officials, sent to me by
Peter which proves beyond all doubt that he is telling the
truth about the harassment & abuse that he and his mother have
been subjected to.
Moreover, back when Peter first started corresponding with me
and I was in the process of checking him out – as I do
everyone who sends me a story for obvious reasons – Peter took
it on his own bat to send me the e-mail addresses of some of
those involved in the abuse of Grandma B (found below minus
their e-mail addresses), so as I could get their side of the
story… A sure sign of the man’s integrity.
Therefore, I have no doubt whatsoever that Peter is entirely
innocent of the child pornography allegations – the plod
really, really ought to use a bit more imagination.
Indeed, the very fact that Peter has been remanded in custody
speaks volumes and further reinforces the fact that Peter is
being set up.
I therefore find myself asking just how many more innocent
people are we prepared to tolerate being stitched up,

humiliated, vilified and locked up for the abhorrent crime of
exposing the criminal activities of those in authority.
FREE PETER HOFSCHROER NOW.
Named & Shamed
Robert Hofschröer:
Diane Hofschröer:
Martin Hofschröer:
Chief Constable Madgwick:
Chief Executive of York Council Kersten England:

